Local rules on the Black Bridge course
Please keep golf etiquette, speed of the game and respect each other!
1. Out of Bounds
Hole no. 1 white stakes on the right side around the driving range and behind the green,
hole no. 2 white stakes on the left side and behind the green,
hole no. 3 white stakes on the right side around the driving range and behind the green,
hole no. 4 white stakes on the right side and behind the green,
hole no. 5 and 6 white stakes on the right side around the bicycle path,
hole no. 7 white stakes on the right side (ends next to the penalty area),
hole no. 9 white stakes on the right side around the golf academy and behind the green in front of the road,
hole no. 11 on the left side along apartments and near fencing behind the green,
Hole no. 12 on the left side fence against wild animals,
Hole no. 14 footpath on the left side and behind the green,
Hole no. 16 white stakes on the left side along the footpath,
Hole no. 18 white stakes on the left side of the green, behind the green and in front of the restaurant
terrace.
2. Penalty Areas
Stakes with a yellow stripe marking penalty areas on wells no. 7, 8, 16 - a stream,
no. 10, 11, 14, 15, 16 - water surface,
no. 13 - overflow of pond (dry stream),
no. 8 – right side behind the stream.
Stakes with a red stripe marking penalty areas on holes no. 1 to the left around the forest - out in infinity,
no. 3 on the right side around the bicycle path - out in infinity,
no. 4 left side shrubs behind sensitive areas,
no. 7 shrubs right side behind stream,
no. 8 to the left side from ravine under the tee area around the bushy planting and to the right side behind
the green,
no. 10 around the water surface,
no. 13 to the left of the bushes - out in infinity
no. 17 to the left side around the gorge with planting,
and no. 18 - shrubs left side behind bunkers.
Holes no. 4, 6, 9 and 18 – Environmentally sensitive areas (ESA or biotopes) - stakes with purple stripes are
penalty areas where entry or play is not allowed (player will be evicted from course with no refund). Follow
the Rule 17 (Penalty area).
On holes 7 and 10 player can play a provisional ball from teeing ground, if he is not sure whether the original
ball is out of the penalty area or is lost.
3. Obstructions
All parts of the irrigation system, drainage system, trash cans, shaft covers, advertising holders fixed in the
ground, golf course graphics, benches, golf ball washers, stone walls (wall around the island green on the
15th hole) boulders, decorative stones, staked trees including decorative bark mulch, power pylons are
immovable obstructions.
4. Areas of golf course with a protection
Some holes - new planting protection (young bushes and trees) - areas marked with blue and black stripe or
tree marked with a blue-ribbon including mulch bark. If a player finds a ball inside such a designated new
planting, or if the new plantation hinders his / her stance or swing, he / she may proceed in accordance with
Follow the Rule 16.

5. Drop zone
Hole no. 6 behind a protected bio-zone,
hole no. 7 behind penalty area,
hole no. 8 on the right side - for the penalty area behind the green,
hole no. 11 behind penalty area,
hole no. 15 at the end of the fairway,
hole no. 16 by the green behind penalty area.
The use of drop zones is voluntarily, or you can follow the Rule 17.
6. Sandy Wasters
Areas with a yellow sand (Sandy wasters) on the holes 14, 15 and 16 are not hazards!
7.

Ground under repair
The ground in the repair is marked by stakes with blue stripe, a white spray area, or with headline GUR
(Ground Under Repair).

8. Mobile phones
The use of a mobile phone (apart from critical situations) is forbidden during play.
9. Distance marking stakes
The distance marking stakes mark the distance in meters to the front edge of the putting green (white 200
m, yellow 150 m, red 100 m).
Stakes are movable obstructions - Follow the Rule 15.2.
10. Playing with practice balls
It is forbidden to use practice (training) balls during the play. These balls shall be considered stolen. Any
player who breaks this Rule will be evicted from the course with no refund!
11. Power lines
If the ball hits the power lines or power pylons the stroke must be nullified and immediately replayed with
no penalty. If the first ball is not within immediate reach it can be replaced. If a power pylon obstructs the
intended stance or the trajectory of the stroke the player may drop the ball with no penalty at the closest
place acceptable but no closer to the hole. In case a power pylon blocks the trajectory of the stroke but does
not obstruct the intended stance or the swing, the ball has to be played as it lies.
12. Risk of storm
Stop of the game in the event of a storm (lightning) occurs after a siren signal. The player must immediately
stop the game and evacuate to the clubhouse. If a player is afraid of the danger of lightning himself and he
has not heard a signal to stop the game, the game must be stopped without delay.
13. Care about the course
Please replace divots, repair pitch marks and rake bunkers.
14. Penalty for breaking Local Rules
Stroke play – a two-stroke penalty, match play – loss of hole (except points 4 and 11).
If you need help or advice, please, call Marshal +420 601 388 309 (310).

